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The growth of a seaside town and the arrival of the Scotch Boats     

by Jim Cavalleros 
 

In the 19thCentury two major engineering / construction works were to dramatically alter the 

geography of Portrush and transform what had been a small isolated fishing village into one of the 

leading tourist destinations in these Islands. 

 

The first of these operations was the completion of the new harbour in 1835. This was a major feat 

of engineering even by today’s standards. In excess of 100,000 tons of rock was quarried locally 

to form the North and South piers. They are today as originally constructed, with some more 

recent strengthening works to the North pier. The quarrying works to supply the rock for the piers 

resulted in the complete removal of the Crannagh Hill, which occupied what is now the site of 

Waterworld and formerly the Coal Yards. More rock was extracted from a second quarry located 

behind, what is now, Kerr Street, and the sheer rock face which forms the backdrop to the houses 

lining that street is a legacy of that work. The quarry was of course to give its name to the cottages 

which later formed Quarry Court. 

 
1857 Isometric Map of Portrush showing Crannagh Hill and Quarry Court excavations - copyright Earl of Antrim 

  

The second major engineering operation was the construction of the rail link from Coleraine to 

Portrush which made the town accessible by rail from all major population centres in Ireland. The 

link to the town and its new railway station was made possible by the construction of the massive 

embankment which now forms the backdrop to Mill Strand (West Strand). The line to the town was 

opened with great ceremony in November 1855. A detailed description of the event can be found 

in Hugh McGrattan’s splendid book “Portrush: The Port on the Promontory".  
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                         Photo: courtesy of Hugh Mc Grattan's book "Portrush The Port on the Promontory" 

 

With a new harbour and railway station  Portrush was now easily accessible, as never before, by 

land and sea and poised to become one of the leading resort towns in these Islands. 

Arrival of the steamships and the Clyde connection.        

Before the construction of the new harbour Portrush had been a port of call for passing steamers 

from   Liverpool and Glasgow to Derry Port. Between 1835 and the mid 1840s the Port Rush 

Steam Navigation Company operated a steamer service between the town and Liverpool but it 

was not until the summer of 1865 that the Laird Line commenced a service between Portrush and 

Glasgow. This service operated until the autumn of 1884 when the Irish terminal was moved to 

Coleraine. A number of small Laird Line steamers operated the route between Portrush and 

Glasgow such as the Elm, Fern, Gardenia and Holly and the larger Rose 

                                                                              
                                                                            "Gardenia"  in Coleraine Harbour: courtesy of John Moore Collection 

 

D B McNeil in his book ‘Irish Passenger Steamship Services’ published in 1969 writes of the 

service: 

The service normally departed Glasgow at 

3pm and left Portrush on the return journey 

at 7pm, weather etc. permitting. The single 

fare for the journey was 10 shillings for 

saloon accommodation and 3 shillings and 

6pence for steerage. Direct daylight sailings 

between the Clyde and Portrush began 

again in the summer of 1892 and generally 

operated during the height of the holiday 

season between June and August. Thus 

began the golden age of the “Scotch 

Boats”.  
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“In June and July of 1900 the sailings were taken by the Azalea. She left Gourock at 10 am on 

Monday, Wednesday and Friday and departed from Portrush at 9.30 on the other days of the 

week.” Of the Azalea McNeil writes “ The Azalea twice made the news : in September 1884 good 

seamanship on the part of her Master prevented a collision with a brig named Titania which had 

got out of control on the Foyle , and four years later she collided with the Thomas Dugdale not far 

from Derry.” 

 
"Azalea" courtesy of John Moore Collection  

Various other vessels worked the Portrush Clyde route but perhaps the most famous of the 

“Scotch Boats” was the TSS Hazel.  The Hazel was built in 1907 for the Laird Line to operate the  

Clyde Portrush Service and was designed with a draft of only 14 feet to enable her to enter 

Portrush Harbour at all states of the tide. She weighed just over 1200 gross tons, had a top speed 

of 19 knots and was fitted out to a high standard. 

 

 
 "Hazel"   leaving Portrush Harbour courtesy of John Moore Collection  

  

 

The Azalea was built by A. & J. Inglis Ltd., 

of Glasgow and was launched on 14 

August 1878. She weighed 706 gross 

tons, was 218 feet long with a breadth of 

30.2 feet and a draft of 15.1 feet. 

 

In 1914 the service between Portrush and 

the Clyde was suspended and never 

revived. The vessel was sold that year to a 

Greek shipping company and worked 

various Mediterranean routes until 1939 

when she was finally broken up. 
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McNeil writes  

“ She made her maiden voyage in June 1907 when, on arrival at Portrush, a luncheon was given 

on board for 250 guests. The meal must have been particularly satisfying for the local papers 

devoted inches of column space to the menu. They were also most enthusiastic about the 

mahogany and satin-wood dining saloon which could seat 80 and were lyrical over the red marble-

topped tables in the smoke room. Her last sailing for the company was made on 6 August 1914 

when there were 235 passengers on board During the 1914-18 war she was employed as an 

Admiralty fleet messenger and on de-requisitioning was sold to the Isle of Mann SP Co. Her new 

owners renamed her the Mona and retained her until 1938 when they sold her for breaking up.” 

 

Epilogue. 

So ended the golden era of the “Scotch Boat” and the historic link between Portrush and the 

Clyde. But for one brief summer in 1978 the link between the town and Scotland was re-

established with the introduction of a fast passenger ferry service to Oban operated by the 

Norwegian built catamaran Highland Seabird. 

 
"Highland Seabird" arriving in Portrush Harbour courtesy of John Moore Collection 

 

This, however, was not the first time a service operated between the town and Oban. In the 

summer of 1882 a Captain McPhedran chartered a steamship the James Hall to make thrice 

weekly sailings between the two towns. The crossing took about 8 hours and was poorly 

supported. The service was scheduled to benefit from the Rail connection as it only sailed from 

Portrush following the arrival of the early morning train from Belfast.  

But this service, like that of the Highland Seabird, was sadly, to last only for one summer. 

 

Our thanks to Jim for this excellent contribution to our Heritage Newsletters.                      

December 26th 2020  


